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Class l3 Systematics and Communications

I Systematics as Understanding (the Function)

One is doing systematics whenever one is attempting to provide a synthetic
understanding of what one has claimed to be true in Doctrines. 335 :'The seventh
functional specialty, systematics, is concemed with promoting an understanding ofthe
realities affirmed in the previous specialty, doctrines.' In Doctrines one judges what one
holds to be true and worthwhile, formulating that judgrnent as much as possible in
categories derived from reflection on conversion. And in Systematics one understands
what one has judged to be true, formulating one's understanding in categories similarly
derived.
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understanding of actual grace (what he called auxilium divinum) is drawn from
Aristotle's understanding of operation. In our time von Balthasar is suggesting analogues
from art and drama for understanding some of the divine mysteries.

But no matter how illuminating the analogy may be, theologians are mindful of the fact
that their understanding is imperfect. In the words of the Fourth Lateran Council,
'between creator and creature no similarity can be noted without a great dissimilarity
being noted.' Or in Vatican I: 'The divine mysteries so exceed created intellect that, even
when given in revelation and received by faith, they remain covered over by the very veil
offaithitself.'InLonergan'sdescriptionofthepsychologicalanalogy,itprovidesaside
door through which we may enter to enjoy a brief and fleeting glimpse of what the
trinitarian processions might be. And the word 'might' is also important here: systematic
understanding of divine mystery is hypothetical.

As synthetic, however, such understanding will bear on the interconnection of tie
mysteries among themselves and with whal we can and do know from reason. Thus it
will formulate theolqy's contribution to an integrated interdisciplinary tmderstanding of
reality.

Its fruitfulness will be intellectual and rcligious, but also p,ractical. Thus today, I will
argue, systematics will be a theology of history evoking the reign ofGod in persons,
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First, for Lonergan God is not an object in the sense of what is already out there now, or
already up there now, or already in here now, or already down there now: that is, not an
object in the world of immediacy, the world that is known by seeing, hearing, tasting,
smelling, touching. But what if by 'object' I mean an object in the world mediated by
meaning, something that is intended in questions and known through correct answers?

To this question, the answer is complex. The primary and fundamental meaning of the
name 'God' refers to the objective ofan orientation to transcendent mystery. The basic
fulfilment of that orientation lies in the gift of God's love. And one can be in love with
what one does not know. The love is a gift that does not result from knowledge ofGod,
but rather that is the ground of our seeking knowledge of God. That orientation is not
properly a matter ofraising and answering questions, especially sinc€ that orientation can
draw us out ofthe world mediated by meaning and into the cloud of unknowing. This
love is an actuated orientation to transcendent lovableness as absolute mystery. Such an
orientation is basic to systematic theology. It provides 'the primary and fundamental
meaning ofthe name, God.' I begin speaking about God by speaking ofthe unknown
objective ofsuch an orientation. Thus God in this sense of the primary and firndamental
meaning ofthe word 'God' is not an'object' but the term of an orientation to
transcendent mystery.

But God can enter the world mediated by meaning in several ways. There is a mediated
immediacy of our spirit, psyche, and body to God in prayer. People who pray in
absorption can retum to the world mediated by meaning, and objectifu in images,
concepts, words both their own praying and the God whom they met. In that sense God
can be an 'object' in the world mediated by meaning.

God can also come into, and be spoken of in, the world mediated by meaning, by the
question ofGod that emerges fiom questioning our own questioning: as intelligent
ground, unconditioned source, moral source of the universe- We can ask and answer the
question ofGod, and in that sense God can enter the world mediafed by nreaning as an
object.

And finally, God can come into the world mediated by meaning by entering it personally
through what Christians would call the missions of the Spirit and of the Word, and by
thus prompting questions tlat can be answered.

3 Analysis and Synthesis (Material from Section 3, Mystery and Problem)

'... problems are so numerous that many do not know what to believe. They are not
unwilling to believe. They know wfiat church doctrines are. But they want to know what
church doctrines could possibly mean. Their question is the question to be met by
systematic theology' (345), and the ansrcr to rhrr qrNion is 'a gradrnl increase of
understanding.'
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There are two distinct moments in the generation oftheological understanding: the via
analytica or via inventionis arrd the via synthetica or via doctrinae seu disciplinae. The
via synthetica is a very rare achievement, but it alone is, properly speaking, what
Lonergan means by Systematics.

IIow are these two movements distinct? The way of discovery begins by moving from
revelation, Scripture, tradition, doctrines, faith, to new conclusions, in response to
problems encountered in communications. Lonergan traces the process in trinitarian
theology through five theses: the consubstantiality ofthe Son, the divinity ofthe Holy
Spirit, the unity and trinity ofGod, the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father and
the Son, the Augustinian analogy. Aquinas took the latter as the beginning ofa new
movement that proceeded in the opposite direction. The way ofdiscovery moved from
the divine missions to the divine persons to the divine relations to the divine processions.

Aquinas's systematics in the Summa moves from the processions within the one God to
the divine relations to the divine persons to the divine missions, thus employing the
teaching of Augustine and others to understand more deeply the mysteries of faith from
u,hich those initial conclusions were drawn. But his terms and relations are far more
technical than what can be had from exegesis of the original doctrinal sources. 346: ' . . .in
Thomist trinitarian theory such terms as procession, relation, person have a highly
technical meaning. They stand to these terms as they occur in scriptural or patristic
writings much as in modem physics the terms, mass and temperature, stand to the
adjective, heavy and cold.'

The conclusion, then, ofthe way ofdiscovery is the beginning ofthe way of synthesis.

4 Understanding and Truth

How is it that the understanding of Systematics follows rather than precedes judgment?
Is this not a denial or contradiction of Lonergan's cognitional theory?

Systematics seeks an understanding, not of data but of facts. The understanding of data is
expressed in hypotheses, and the verification of hypotheses leads to probable or certain
judgments. But here facts have been arrived at (Doctrines) by a prior process of
experiencing, understanding, judging, deciding, believing, and these facts now provide
the materials to be integrated and synthesized in a new and richer understanding. The
facts were generated as facts in the movement'from above downwards,' by the light of
faith proceeding fiom the gift of love. Systematics now attempts to organize and unify
these facts.

\1",,,

The understanding of systematics, of course, also precedes ajudgment on the truth ofthe
understanding itself. But the kuth of the facts of Doctrines is different fiom and firmer

This process oldiscovery and synthesis occurs over and over again in the history of
theology. For it will always be the case that at some point the sum of questions will
exceed the sum of resources presently available to answer the questions. And when that
happens, a process similar to that which Lonergan describes will occur: 34546.
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than the truth of the understanding reached in Systematics. I hold as a Doctrine that God
is triune. I also prefer Lonergan's systematics of the Trinity by way of a psychological
analogy, to other systematic attempts. But my commitment to the Doctrine is stronger
than my commitment to Lonergan's systematics. The doctrine is the faith of the church.
Lonergan's systematics is an attempt to understand the faith ofthe church. Both the
doctrine and the systematics aim at truth, but in Doctrines I want a clear affrmation ofa
religious reality, while in Systematics I must be content with an understanding that on
some matters at least can be no more than imperfect, analogous, and probable, and so

hypothetical.

So, while Systematics is in many ways the supreme and most difficult achievement of
theology, it will not have the firmness ofassent that is involved in the statements offaith.
Thus, I may have a very carefully worked out Systematics of the Trinity, but my belief in
God may not be nearly as firm as that ofa person who could not understand the first word
of my Trinitarian theology. And my affirmation of my systematic understanding will not
have the firmness of unconditioned assent that I give in faith to God's existence and
constitution as Triune.

5 Continuity, Development, and Revision in Systematic Theologr

Continuity results from four sources: The structwe of intentionality, the gift of God's
love, the permanence of some doctrines, and the intrinsic value of some theological
achievements.

Development results fiom the same normative structure of intentionality informed by
love, meeting the demands ofnew situations, new differentiations, various cultures and
Iifestyles, the contemporary exigences for altemative ways of living.

Revision will be entailed in such development: cultural revisions and theological
revisions. Lonergan feels he has provided a method for meeting such demands, but he
does not specifr just what the revisions are. The b6te noire ofrevision and development,
as well as ofreal continuity, will be, in Catholicism classicism, and in Protestantism a too
strict application of sola scriptura. Neither takes seriously the contemporary situation as
a possible theological source.

L/L,Ll-vl (' a--,. c ,'-,. /r- ,*t
U
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Nonetheless, the imperfect, analogous, probable understanding ofthe truths of faith is the
principal objective of Systematics. It must be on the level of one's own time, and so

today it must be at home in modem science, modem historical consciousness, interiority"
and the situation ofone's own cultural matrix.

l
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6 The function of communications

Theolory bears fruit in communications. There is needed, then, a functional specialty
that engages theologians in the task of working out the ultimate transpositions and
revisions of expression to be made to and in the concrete contexts ofecclesial ministry.
The ultimate transpositions are to various differentiations of consciousness and diverse
cultures and religions, and they require the use of the resources of contemporary media
of communication. The contexts of ministry are established by the nests ofquestions and
answers constituting the concrete situations directly addressed in the communication of
the Christian message.

The chapter sets forth Lonergan's views on some of 'the underlying ideas and directives
that seem relevant to such monumental efforts' (356). The first three sections set up a
general heuristic, while the last two apply that heuristic to the present situation, in
very brief compass. What becomes clear is the pastoral or ministerial orientation in the
whole sweep oflonergan's vision oftheology, and especially in his specification of
foundations in transcultural and interior terms.

7 Community and meaning: the general heuristic (sections I and 2)

The Christian church should be a particular network of communities within the
worldwide human society, an organization that should labor to persuade people to
the conversions and to the undoing of the damages done by alienation and ideolory.
This is the position that is built up over the few pages on 'Meaning and Ontology' and
'Common Meaning and Ontology.' 358: Dialectic affects not only theological opinions
but community, action, situation.

Dialectic affects community: just as common meaning is consfitutive of community, so
the dialectic ofcontradictory meanings divides community into radically opposed groups.

Dialectic affects action: just as conversion leads to intelligent, reasonable, responsible
action, so the lack of conversion leads to division, conflict, and oppression.

Dialectic aflects the situation: situations are the cumulative product of previous actions,
and when previous actions have been guided by the light and darkness ofdialectic, the
resulting situation is not some intelligible whole but rather a set ofmisshapen, poorly
proportioned, and incoherent fragments. The community, its actions, the situation, are
heading for disaster. 'For the messy situation is diagnosed differently by the divided
community; action is ever more at cross-purposes; and the situation becomes still messier
to provoke still sharper differences in diagnosis and policy, more radical crificism ofone
another's actions, and an ever deeper crisis in the situation.'

Q'r

Ontology: it is the being of the individual and the community that are so affected.
Meaning is ontological. As cognitive it not only means the real, it is a higher integration
in the universe of being. In meaning being comes to itself in the being of being meant. As
constitutive, meaning informs the reality of the individual or community that means; as
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understanding it is formal constituent, as judgment an actual constituent of horizons,
powers of assimilation, knowledge, values, character. As common understanding and
judgment, it is the form and act of the group precisely as a community. As experience, it
is the potential and elemental constituent ofthe individual's character, and, through
intersubjective spontaneity, ofthe group's fellowship or togethemess. Finally, as

effective and constitutive it finds being in the values, goals, policies, procedures ofthe
individual and the community, and as communicative meaning it induces in others a

share in the formal and actual constituents of the communicator, that is, in his or her
understanding and j udgment.

8 Section 3: Society, State, Church ,ct-tt L-talo',,t

If society is conceived concretely, then church and state will be parts within a larger
whole, not perfect societies each possessing ultimate authority in its own sphere. We are

evolving to a single human society that is worldwide, whose formal component is the
structure of the human good (or altematively, the structure of society presented in TDII).

The ideal basis of society is community, and the community may take its stand on a
moral, a religious, or a Christian principle. So Christian ministry is to promote
community on moral, religious, and Christian grounds, and it is to offset the deterioration
of community rooted in alienation and ideology. The basic form ofalienation lies in
neglect of the transcendental precepts, and the basic form ofideology is ajustification of
such neglect. Community is the ideal base of society, and community is the achievement
olcommon meaning. Christianity would have that common meaning be moral, religious,
Christian, and dialogical: moral, in that people recognize they are individually
responsible for what they make of themselves and collectively responsible for the world
they live in, and so engage in dialogue; religious, in that people acknowledge the
common gift of God's love, and so engage in religious dialogue across confessional
boundaries; Christian, in that peoplejoin the inner gift with the outer revelation in Jesus,
and engage in ecumenical dialogue and collaboration.

The positive promotion of community occurs partly through care for meaning. And here
is where Lonergan locates theology's contribution to that promotion. Theology as
ministry is care for Christian constitutive meaning. The grounds ofsuch care for meaning
are religious, moral, intellectual (and psychic) conversion.

9 Section 4: The Christian church and its contemporary situation

It is to this end that theology communicates the Christian message, a message that is
cognitive, constitutive, and effective meaning. Practical theology is concerned with the
effective communication of Christ's message.

Cognitive meaning is correlated with ministry as witness; constitutive meaning with
ministry as fellowship or partnership; and effective meaning with ministry as service.



The message is cognitive meaning, since it communicates something to be believed: the

unconditional love of God for all women and men; it is constitutive, in that it informs the

overt fellowship or togethemess of a community; and it is effective, in that it directs
Christian ministry to human society, to bring about the reign of God on earth.

'Ihose who would communicate the cognitive meaning must first of all klow it. Those

that would communicate the constitutive meaning of the message must first of all live it.
Those who would communicate the effective meaning must practice it.

8 Dialectic and the contemporary situation: the application

The absence of community points to the fact that dialectic affects not only the conflict of
theological opinions, but also community, action, and situation. And such dialectic is
another source from which positions are selected on the basis of foundations.

The dialectic of history, thus understood, whether writ large or small, sets the stage for
the communication of the Christian message. Today, the basic context of the dialectic is
global, 'a single human society that is worldwide.' The church and the state are parts
within this larger whole, not perfect societies possessing ultimate authority in their
distinct domains. The church must become and promote and inform a network of
altemative communities, within the larger whole of global society: altemative in the
sense of rooted in conversion - religious, moral, and intellectual.

The formal component of this worldwide society is given by the invariant structure of the
human good (or altematively by the constitution of history in terms of the scale of
values). This universal social structure of the good is realized in an enormous variety of
stages of technological, economic, political, cultural, religious development. As
interdependence grows, society becomes intemational, then global, and smaller units
become just parts within the society. An important distinction is drawn on 362-63
between preaching the gospel and preaching the gospel as it has been developed within
one's own culture and so preaching one's own culture as well. The church must proceed
fiom within the culture to which the gospel is preached and seek ways and means for
mfing that culture a vehicle for communicating the Christian message.

So the dialectic ofhistory sets the stage for the communication of the Christian message.

9 Communication and community

The communication ofthe Christian message, through the various carriers of meaning,
generates community. And community constitutes and perfects itself through further
communication. Thus the church is to be understood as a process of self-constitution
within the worldwide human society. The substance of the process is the Christian
message conjoined with the inner gift of God's love and resulting in Christian witness,
Christian fellowship, and Christian service to humankind (363).

8
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The process of structured, outgoing, redemptive, and constructive. See 363-67 for the
meaning of these adjectives.

Within the discussion of the redemptive function: To become a fully conscious process of
self-constitution the church needs to unite theology with other relevant disciplines,
especially in human studies, and to conduct a parallel set of investigations similar to that
dictated by theological method. Lonergan here makes a strong statement: '... the church
can become a firlly conscious process of self-constitution only when theology unites itself
with all other relevant branches ofhuman studies' (364). How is it to do this? By a

method that runs parallel to the method oftheology (see 364-65).

As praxis, this self-constitutive process that is the church generates not only doctrines and

systematics, but policies and planning as wel[.

All of these fruits of integated human studies should be grounded in theological
foundations.

As constructive, the process proposes altematives to the alienation and ideology it would
offset. To be effective, the altematives must flow from theological foundations, and those
who propose t}rem must embody the conviction that integrity can be effective even
without the backing ofpower. This is the spirituality of the servant.

As ecumenical, the process can take its stand even now on the constitutive and effective
meanings of the Christian message, and must continue to work patiently and openly
toward agreement on cognilive meaning.


